DETERMINATION OF SOME MACRO ELEMENT CONCENTRATIONS AND CHLOROPHYLL-A DISTRIBUTION IN A SHALLOW LAKE WETLAND (GÖKÇEADA SALT LAKE LAGOON, ÇANAKKALE/TURKEY)
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ABSTRACT

In this study, the macro element concentrations and chlorophyll-a distribution in the Gökçeada Salt Lake Lagoon which is in the category of Shallow Lake Wetland in Gökçeada (Çanakkale) were evaluated. For this purpose, some macro elements (Nitrite, Nitrate, Sulfate, Phosphate, Calcium, Magnesium, Potassium, and Phosphorus) and chlorophyll-a levels as well as water temperature and dissolved oxygen values were measured in 2016 as seasonally (January, May, August, November) from three stations. During the autumn season, nitrite, nitrate, phosphate and sulfate values measured as 5.65 ppm; 16.9 ppm; 77 ppm; and 8547 ppm, respectively. As a result, the macro element concentrations deposited in the sediment and the chlorophyll-a amounts of the lake was signed to the ecological conditions are very suitable for the development of eutrophication. In the end of the study, some suggestions were done to protect the ecosystem balance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wetlands encompass many different and productive resources worldwide like supply water and food, flood control, microclimate stabilization, wave breaking, and aquaculture due to their hydrodynamic structure meanwhile ensuring to preserve the biodiversity of the region as well (Ceran, 2006; Erdem, 2013). The ecological balance in wetlands is provided by existing harmony between physicochemical and biological properties with the surrounding environmental conditions, thus these ecosystems maintain their function through protection of this balance (Camur-Elipek, et al., 2017).
The coastal lagoons, which are considered as wetlands, also exhibit a special hydrological structure by forming a transition zone between fresh and salt water because they are very close to the marine areas and they have perfect hydrodynamic perspective and very sensitive structures (Camur-Elipek and Kirgiz, 2011; Erdem, 2013). However, the pollution, carefree agricultural and tourism activities, which accelerate with the increase in human population, lead to deterioration of natural balance especially in coastal lagoons. Human activities have become a major environmental concern to affect these sensitive areas (Çamur-Elipek and Kirgiz, 2011). This problem may lead to a change in the dynamics of living organisms in the wetland and may cause the deterioration of the entire ecosystem and the food chain (Çamur-Elipek, et. al., 2010).

High concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus elements play an important role in the pollution caused by nutrients in aquatic ecosystems (Alkan et al., 2013). These elements, which are necessary for the biochemical cycle, are usually incorporated into the water by anthropogenic activities and their excessive amounts lead to eutrophication which causes serious environmental problems in the aquatic ecosystem (Luo et al., 2011; Alkan et al., 2013). Eutrophication is the major factor on oxygen deficiency due to algal explosion, fish deaths and biodiversity decline (Alkan et al., 2013).

The importance of coastal lagoons in terms of ecological equilibrium with rich biodiversity structure has started to attract attention in Turkey (Dugan, 1991; Sıvacı et al., 2008; Demir, 2008; Turan, 2001). However, each wetland ecosystem has its own physicochemical and biological properties due to autochtonic and allochtonic factors like as climatic and topographic conditions of the its geography. Therefore, each wetland ecosystem should be evaluated separately.

The effects of environmental factors on wetlands can lead to changes in some physicochemical properties in the water and due to these changes; it reached a visible level of ecosystem degradation. Increased water temperature, especially due to global climate change and low water level, may have an effect on dissolved oxygen values, while an increase in chlorophyll-\(a\) amounts may lead to a decrease in light permeability in water and thus decrease in oxygen produced by photosynthesis (Kökmen et. al., 2007; Arslan et al., 2018a). Decreased oxygen content may prevent the bacteria that decompose organic matter in the sediment and restore the ecosystem. Another factor that may lead to a similar situation can be found in the increase of excess phytoplankton due to the accumulation of macro and microelements in water, especially due to anthropogenic factors, therefore it would cause eutrophication in the shallow lake wetlands (Çamur-Elipek, et. al., 2010).

Some substances (nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), sulfur (S) and their derivatives (such as ammonium (NH\(_4\)), nitrite (NO\(_2\)), nitrate (NO\(_3\)), sulfate (SO\(_4\)) and phosphate (PO\(_4\)) which are called macro elements are introduced into aquatic ecosystems in many ways, thus they can lead to excessive increasing of phytoplankton.

Previously, in the report published by the Ministry of Forestry and Water Affairs in 2012, analyses of the physical and biological data, and water quality as well as the socio-economic evaluation of Gökçeada Salt Lake Lagoon was conducted (Anonymous, 2012). Also, Bassler-Weit et al. (2013) measured some of the environmental variables (temperature, pH and salinity) in the lake. However, the concentrations of macro elements in the wetland and their possible effects on the ecosystem have not been evaluated yet.

The purpose of this study, some macro element concentrations (Nitrite nitrogen, Nitrate nitrogen, Sulfate, Phosphate, Calcium, Magnesium, Potassium, and Sulfur) and chlorophyll-\(a\), dissolved oxygen and water temperature analyses were carried out in Gökçeada Salt Lake
Lagoon, which is in the status of National Impact Status. The current levels belong to the nutrients and chlorophyll-a of the wetland area and the eutrophication situation that may occur in the area were examined and suggestions were made in terms of sustainable use in the wetland.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Gökçeada Island (in Canakkale) which is the largest island in Turkey, located in the North of the Aegean Sea. Salt Lake Lagoon, located in the south-east of the island, is a coastal lagoon with a maximum depth of 2 meters in an area of approximately 2 km² (Fig. 1). The National Wetland Committee (NWC) declared Gökçeada Salt Lake as “Wetland of National Importance” in December 2018. Although Gökçeada Salt Lake hosts many species, especially the Flamingo population, the lake is exposed on tourism activities and the effects of the surrounding areas especially in the summer months (Aslan et al., 2018).

In this study, some macro element concentrations, chlorophyll-a, water temperature and dissolved oxygen levels were investigated in Gökçeada Salt Lake Lagoon. While sampling was made for some variables (Calcium, Magnesium, Potassium, Phosphorus, water temperature, dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll-a levels) in 2016 from 3 stations selected from the lake, at the January, May, August and November, the other parameters (Nitrite (NO₂⁻ N), Nitrate (NO₃⁻ N), Sulfate (SO₄²⁻) and Phosphate (PO₄³⁻) values) could be measured in a single season at the sampling stations (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Location of Gökçeada Salt Lake Lagoon and Sampling Stations (adapted from Google.Earth)

For this purpose, water temperature (°C) and dissolved oxygen (mg/L) values were measured with the YSI556 model multiprobe system device during field studies. Water samples were taken by Ruttner water sampler device and sediment samples were taken by Ekman grab (15x15 cm²) and the materials were transferred to the laboratories in ÇOBILTUM (Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University, Science and Technology Research Center) and TUTAGEM (Trakya University, TECHNOLOGY and Research Center) to analyze macro-element concentrations (Nitrite, Nitrate, Phosphate, Sulfate, Calcium, Magnesium, Sulfur, Potassium). The macro element analyses were made by Ion Chromatography device (IC-MS: Metrohm Ion Chromatography System) and Inductively Paired Plasma Mass Spectrometer device (ICP-MS: Agilent Technologies 7700 XX ICP-MS System) and using EPA 200.8 method (EPA, 1994; Uçar, 2011). The analysis was performed in three replicates for each sample and the mean
values of the results calculated according to the calibration curve were taken. In addition, chlorophyll-a determinations were carried out using classical spectrophotometric methods (Egemen ve Sunlu, 1999).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a result of the analyzes performed in the samples taken from the stations in the Gökçeada Salt Lake Lagoon, the magnesium ratios ranged from 373 ppm to 5998 ppm and had an average value of 3048 ppm; calcium levels vary between 749 ppm and 18740 ppm and have an average of 9489 ppm; the amount of potassium is between 204 ppm and 4508 ppm and has an average value of 1527 ppm; Phosphorus levels were found to be between 172 ppm and 783 ppm and had an average of 366 ppm (Fig. 2). During the autumn season when the agricultural fertilization periods ended, nitrite, nitrate, phosphate and sulfate values measured as 5.65 ppm; 16.9 ppm; 77 ppm; and 8547 ppm, respectively (Fig. 2). Especially the phosphorus and Nitrogen-N concentrations in the sediment directly affect the quality of water (Perak et al., 2016). Thus, nutrients will lead increasing the primer productivity in an aquatic ecosystem, relatively. The chlorophyll-a concentrations which increasing by the macro elements may indicate the environmental conditions are suitable for eutrophication development in the ecosystem.

Fig. 2. Macroelement Concentrations Measured in Gökçeada Salt lake Lagoon (ppm)
Although macro elements are very important for primer productivity and other organisms in water, they may be accumulated by the food web and may turn into toxic substances. Nitrogen, vital for the metabolic functions of photosynthetic organisms, is an important macro element in the formation of proteins, hormones, chlorophyll, vitamins and enzymes in living organisms. Although the process of demineralization in ecosystems is the main natural source of nitrogen, it is highly effective in transporting nitrogen to aquatic ecosystems in agricultural activities. Photosynthetic organisms may take the nitrogen transported to the aquatic ecosystem with superficial flow waters in the form of Nitrate nitrogen ($\text{NO}_3^-$) and Ammonium nitrogen ($\text{NH}_4^+$) (Chapman and Reis 1999). However, most of the aquatic photosynthetic organisms cannot readily use ammonium nitrogen and can be used after nitrification by converting the nitrate into nitrogen form.

Phosphorus is one of the most basic macro elements necessary for metabolic activities of photosynthetic organisms. Phosphorus and its derivatives, which can enter into aquatic ecosystems, especially in agricultural activities in different ways (such as the use of detergents), act as a catalyst that initiates metabolic reactions in photosynthetic organisms and also encourages the use of nitrogen in the use of nitrogen.

The presence of high levels of macro elements (especially Nitrogen and its derivatives) in aquatic ecosystems leads to an increase in primary productivity. This is the first step the process (called eutrophication) of changing the physical, physiological and biological characteristics of water and the change in the ecosystem structure is inevitable. Phosphate is also an important eutrophication compound and may lead to phytoplankton growth and an increase in chlorophyll-a ratio. Especially high nitrite concentrations and agricultural activities are important factors limiting the life of aquatic organisms (Kökmen et al., 2007; Çamur-Elip, et al., 2010). In addition, high amounts of nutrients in water are reported to have negative effects on organ development of organisms (Arslan et al., 2018b).

In this study, chlorophyll-a amounts were found to vary between 0.56 ppm and 14.56 ppm and have an average of 4.01 ppm (Fig. 3). The chlorophyll values that begin to rise in the winter reaches the highest value in the spring. The determined chlorophyll-a values were observed to exceed the recommended eutrophication limit value (0.008 ppm) for the natural conservation area (Anonymous, 2004).

**Fig. 3.** Seasonal Distribution of Chlorophyll-a Concentrations in Gökçeada Salt Lake Lagoon (ppm)
Dissolved oxygen and water temperature values were observed to be inversely related to each other as indicated in the literature (Fig. 4). Since the amount of dissolved oxygen affects the self-cleaning capacity of water, the low concentration, especially in the spring period, triggers eutrophication (Tokatlı et al., 2014; Çiçek et al., 2017). In particular, it is thought that increased primary productivity factors due to temperature increase may cause high chlorophyll-a amounts in spring season.

**Fig. 4.** Comparison of Seasonal Variation of Temperature and Dissolved Oxygen in Gökçeada Salt Lake Lagoon

As a result, it has been determined that Gökçeada Salt Lake Lagoon, which is in the protection status for biological diversity, has a high Chlorophyll-a concentration during the spring season and it is thought to have developed as a result of the increase in primary productivity. This situation indicates that this area, which hosts many living things and is used for recreational purposes, is about to lose its ecological balance due to eutrophication. In order to prevent this situation, it is necessary to determine the pollutant loads that have a negative impact on the lake and to take necessary measures, and to monitor the water quality of the lake by eliminating the wastes from the settlement area or agricultural wastes. Further investigation should be devoted to monitoring of species and their relationships, in order to predict impact of natural or human induced stress conditions.
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